ART EXHIBITION

Sirens &

SEA MONSTERS

A new exhibition at Bournemouth’s Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and Museum showcases
the work of a pioneering husband and wife who were not afraid to shock society
WORDS BY JEREMY MILES

S

ea monsters, ships, shells, sirens
and sea maidens all feature at
The De Morgans and the Sea
exhibition which opens at the
Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and
Museum at the beginning of April. Focusing
on the powerful maritime influences in the
work of the late 19th and early 20th century
husband and wife artists William and
Evelyn De Morgan, the Russell-Cotes is a
particularly fitting venue for this exhibition
as it already owns one of Evelyn de
Morgan’s most famous paintings ‘Aurora
Triumphans’ (1877-8).
The museum’s last major show of her
paintings was nearly 20 years ago and
proved such a runaway success that it had
to be extended by six weeks. Russell-Cotes
heritage manager Sue Hayward is confident
of another big success. “We are delighted
to be working with the De Morgan Centre
once again, who have loaned us paintings
and ceramics from their centre in London.
This time the exhibition will showcase the
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The De Morgans were
radical thinkers and
artistic big-hitters
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talent of both Evelyn and her husband
William,” says Sue.
“Each was a creative phenomenon and
each broke the mould. We’ve chosen to
focus on the theme of the sea, as this was a
major source of inspiration for both artists.
Where better to celebrate the sea than in
Bournemouth?”
Where better indeed! The splendour of
the cliff-top Russell-Cotes with views
across Poole Bay provides the perfect
backdrop for the works of this pioneering
couple who were memorably described by
Royal Academy President Sir Edward
Poynter as: “Two of the rarest spirits of the
Age.”
The De Morgans were radical thinkers
and artistic big-hitters. Evelyn made waves
(both literally and metaphorically) as an
influential late Pre-Raphaelite painter who
turned heads with works that were rich in

colour and allegory. In the 1870s as Evelyn
Pickering she had become one of the first
female students at London’s prestigious
Slade School of Art. Many were astounded
by her ability. Others struggled to
acknowledge the achievements of a young
woman and several critics unfairly
dismissed her as a mere follower of the
much lauded Edward Burne-Jones
Evelyn’s marriage to William De Morgan,
16-years her senior, in 1887 was both a love
match and a rare meeting of minds. Both
were successful artists. Evelyn was in her
early 30s and William in his mid 50s. The
age gap appeared to be of no consequence.
William was a polymath who was not only
an inspired ceramicist but also a best-selling
novelist, a knowledgeable chemist and an
inventor who designed everything from
grinding-mills for his workshop to a new
system of bicycle-gears. In his final years >
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William, recognised as one of the greatest
ceramicists of his age, produced brilliant
lustre-ware pots and decorative tiles that revisited
the intense colours of 16th-century Islamic

Top: ’Ariadne at Naxos’, 1877 by Evelyn
de Morgan, (1855-1919)
Above: Galleon and Dolphin Punch Bowl
designed by William De Morgan.
Moonlight lustre earthenware,
decorated by Fred Passenger. c.1888-190.
Right: Fish Punch bowl designed by
William De Morgan. Tin glazed
earthenware. c1872-1904.
Photos: © De Morgan Foundation
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he even devised ways of protecting
the First World War British fleet from
German U-boats.
The De Morgans were a progressive
and resourceful couple with direct
connections to William Morris and the
Arts and Crafts Movement. They were
keenly involved in many of the leading
issues of the day including prison reform,
pacifism and spiritualism. They were
supporters of the burgeoning suffragette
movement and also experimented with
automatic writing - the popular late
19th century theory that words could
be transmitted through psychic,
spiritual or subconscious sources.
As artists they both drew repeatedly on
nautical and maritime themes. Medieval
galleons manned by sailors on the lookout
for giant fish, dolphins and sea monsters
formed part of quirky cast of characters in

William’s ceramics. While Evelyn’s
paintings were steeped in the classics and
mythology; subjects include Ariadne
abandoned on the island of Naxos by her
lover Theseus and reinterpretations of Hans
Christian Anderson’s much loved Little
Mermaid.
Visitors to the Russell-Cotes will see the
vivid colours used in both the De Morgan
paintings and ceramics. Evelyn developed a
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highly distinctive palette using bold colours
to represent psychological and emotional
states, tapping into themes of mortality and
death, hope, courage and redemption.
William, recognised as one of the
greatest ceramicists of his age, produced
brilliant lustre-ware pots and decorative
tiles that revisited the intense colours of
16th-century Islamic pottery - featuring
galleons, fish, dolphins and sea horses.
Among Evelyn’s paintings will be the
allegorical anti-war painting ‘S.O.S’ with its
symbolic sea-monsters representing evil
and death and the once highly
controversial ‘Phosphorus and Hesperus’
which will be making something of a
homecoming for it was once part of the
Russell-Cotes collection. Though striking
and powerful it is perhaps hard to imagine
now the scandal it caused when first
exhibited, shocking viewers with its potent
sexual symbolism.
Its naked male figures, phallic torches
and erotically feminine conch shells were
considered outrageous by many critics.
However Evelyn’s style was also distinctive
for its portrayal of strong and athletic
female figures. These were more often than
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Though striking and powerful it is
perhaps hard to imagine now the
scandal ‘Phosphorus and Hesperus’
caused when first exhibited

Above: 'Phosphorus and Hesperus' Evelyn De Morgan. Oil on canvas 1877.

not based on her favourite model, her
sister’s one-time nursemaid Jane Hales
whose robust physique was in sharp
contrast to the ephemeral and dreamlike
women of Edward Burne-Jones’ paintings.
Despite her unquestioned ability and a
wide circle of well-placed admirers - the
great symbolist painter George Frederic
Watts described her as “…the first woman
artist of the day, if not of all time” - Evelyn
was still sidelined by some members of the
male dominated art establishment. For
instance when the Russell-Cotes family
originally purchased ‘Aurora Triumphans’
it was believed to be the work of Edward
Burne-Jones. His initials and a false date
had been added to the work by an
unscrupulous dealer presumably in a bid to
hike the price and make it more saleable.
That it was actually by Evelyn De Morgan
did not become clear until the 1950s.

Happily this marvellous painting, showing
the Greek goddess of dawn breaking free
from the shackles of night, has long been
reattributed to its true creator. ■

Let’s Visit
The De Morgans and the Sea Exhibition
When: 1 April - 28 September.
Where: Russell-Cotes Art Gallery and
Museum, Russell Cotes Roadd, Bournemouth
BH1 3AA
Tel: 01202 451800
Getting there: The Russell-Cotes is on the
East Cliff Promenade, next to the Royal Bath
Hotel, just two minutes walk from
Bournemouth Pier and five minutes walk
from the town centre.
Opening times: 10am to 5pm, Tuesdays to
Sundays and Bank Holiday Mondays.
More information: russell-cotes.
bournemouth.gov.uk or demorgan.org.uk
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